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The lectures present the synchronous programming approach to embedded systems design, based
on specific languages and programming and verification environments. Born in research in the
early 80’s and first industrialized in the 90’s, the synchronous approach is now widely used for the
design and verification of embedded systems in two main application areas: on one hand, safety-
critical embedded software in avionics, railways, heavy industry, and automotive applications;
on the other hand, high-level synthesis of Systems-on-Chips components. Although the involved
industries are vastly different in their development flows and application constraints, they deal
with the same basic objects: control-theory or signal-processing data-flow networks, and finite
state machines. Synchronous languages are dedicated to these two major design components and
to their integration in a common hierarchical and concurrent framework.

We first describe the synchronous cycle-based approach to embedded systems design, based on
the Esterel, Lustre, and Scade 6 languages. The key is the use of synchronous parallelism, which
scales up to large applications while remaining deterministic by construction, unlike classical
asynchronous parallelism. We describe the mathematical semantics of the languages, which is
central to their internal correctness and to the safety of their compilation and formal verification.
We discuss the compiling technology, with software translation for Lustre / Scade and hardware
synthesis for Esterel. We present the formal verification technology for synchronous programs,
based on BDD and SAT techniques.

We then discuss integration in industrial flows and actual applications. For software applications,
the Scade 5 compiler has been shown certifiable at level A of the DO-178B avionics norm, which
greatly simplifies embedded software certification: the generated code can be embedded without
being unit-tested. The new Scade 6 compiler is being certified in the same way. We discuss appli-
cations to a number of major avionics programs, including the Airbus A380, and applications to
railways and automotive software. For hardware application, Esterel v7 supports extensive formal
verification, generation of synthesizable VHDL / Verilog code, and generation of C / SystemC
models. We discuss applications to networking and handset chips design.

The standard synchronous approach is dedicated to compact non-distributed embedded systems.
We discuss ongoing extensions towards distributed software systems and large System-on-Chips,
in conjunction with asynchronous technologies.
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